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ANNUAL C OUNCIL MEETIN G

Ministers and Delegates of the New England District of the Assemblies of
God attending the Annual Fellowship Meeting which was held al Hartford.
Conn. this year.

The Fifteenth Annual Meeting of
the New England District Council
convened at the Hartford Gospel
Tabernacle, Warren Terrace and West
Beacon St., West Hartford, Conn.,
October 26 and 27th:Rev. Roy SmuJand, pastor. There was a goodly
number of the ministers and delegates
as well as visitors gathered on Monday night, and a splendid prayer meeting was held Monday evening, as a
preparatory service to the coming
council sessions.
Tuesday morning, at ten o'clock,
the Council Meeting was opened by
Bro. Wm. J. Mitchell, the District

Superintendent, leading the song ser- responsibility of the Gospel.
vice with "Wonderful Saviour, " folThe roster was signed by nineteen
lowed by the true desire of all present ordained ministers and seventeen li"Deeper, Deeper." This was followed censed ministers and exhorters. with
by a season of prayer led by Brother six visiting ministers and nineteen visiEttinger, H. T . Carpenter and Robert tors and delegates. Good reports were
Wallace. With great feeling, all sang given by the Superintendent, Secre''Sweet Will of God," after which tary and Treasurer, as well as the
the District Superintendent gave a Christ Ambassadors' Sectional Presimessage to the ministers assembled on dents and the Superintendent of the
the thought of, "Workers together Bethel Home for the Aged. Tuesday
with Him." ( II Cor. 6: I) . His re- afternoon the business meeti11g was
marks were very encouraging, and all suspended long enough for all present
felt the importance of being a worker to go by automobile to inspect the
together with Christ in this Full Gos- Camp Grounds at Plainfield, Conn.
pel Movement, as well as the great
(Continued on page 13)
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The Tragedy of Tragedies
· 'The beginning of the l.ist act in
tbe most pathetic drama in the history
of man was about to be enacted . What
a tragedy! The Sky was cloudy!
Something was wrong. The hearts of
men were disturbed. A spirit of re venge was in the air . From lowly
nooks and palatial homes there came
a vicious cry: ' 'Away with Him, crucify Him , for we will not have this
man-to reign over us. He comes from
the hills of Nazareth. He walks and
talks with the outcast, and the quickest way we can dispose of Him the
better. He seeks to teach us and He
Himself needs to be taught. He makes
himself a God. Away with Hirn.
What we do we must do quickly."
Small groups of envious men were
growing in number and a spirit of
murder was in the air.
He, against whom they were crying,
was seated with His disciples in pleasant conversation. The vicious threats
of demon-possessed men did not disturb Him. In loving tenderness He
sought to banish the gathering clouds
of fear that were beginning to hang
low over the troubled hearts of those
who had walked and talked with
Him. They had seen Him heal the
sick, calm the stormy sea, raise the
dead, and why He did not destroy the
powers that were organizing against
Him they could not understand.
Looking into the face of those
whom He had called to be with Him
in His trials, in His sorrows. and in
His glories, He said: "He that is not
with me is against me." " The Son of
man goeth as it is written of Him. "
· 'Let not your heart be troubled; I
will come again; I will not leave you
comfortless." The closing days of
their three years' course in theology
had come. A separation was inevitable. The Master teacher was giving
His last word of advice. Precious
message. The destiny of their immortal soul depended upon their obedience
to His word. Their Teacher, Friend
and Master was soon to be taken from

---

J. N. Hoover, anta Cruz, California
them and their disappointment and
grief was overwhelming. It was for
them a serious moment, for Jesus was
to them more than a friend. He was
their life, their hope, and joy. He had
saved them out of a life of sin; healed
them of their sickness, and provided
their daily bread. What a wonderful
Saviour to them He had been. But
now, give Him up, how could they?
The scene has changed. It is mid night and alone He kneels in prayer.
One of His disciples comes up before
Him and with a kiss betrays Him into the hands of a mob.
Without
mercy they force Him through a mock
trial and nail Him to the cross of
wood. What injustice. What humili-
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at ion I What suffering ! Brought as a
lamb to the slaughtet, yet He opened
not His mouth . What unspeakable
submission! His face, without a mark
of sin, is stained with blood from His
thorn crowned brow. No voice to
comfort, no hand to brush the tears
away. No wonder the heavens darkened and the veil of the temple was rent.
The Son of God is dying. Above the
vicious cries of His accusers His voice
rings out clear and long ; "It is finIShed,'' and He bows His head and dies.
Eternal salvation for sinners has been
obtained . My God, what a price.
This Christ of Calvary is the only
One in history who gave sufficient
proof of divine life, divine love, divine power, and the only One who
died for the sins of the whole world.
Yes, those who loved Him best laid
the cold, pierced body away in the
tomb, "but God raised Him from
the dead," and today He lives in the
hearts of countless millions whose
life is hid with His in God. What
He was He is, and what He is, He will
continue co be. He is the eternal Son
of the eternal God with power to redeem souls out of a life of sin. May
I urge you to be serious? May I not
only ask you to believe in Him, but
accept Him as your own personal Sav iour~ Will you do it right here and
now? Tomorrow may be too late.
REVIVAL MEETINGS
From Dec. 1st to 19th inclusive,
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Douglass, Evangelists, will hold a Revival Campaign
at the First Pentecostal Church of
Chelsea, 111 Hawthorne St., Cbel ca.
Mas.

Notes on the Tabernacle
By

Da1J1'd

Leigh

Thi, new boot i, wriltcn by the Presidenl of Beulah Heights Bible School at
Newark, New Jeney, who has been teaching in Bible School for 111any years. It is
an up-lo-date, well written, analylical study of
the Tabernacle, and it the product of many
years study of 1his fa,cinaling subject. Price
25 cents.
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Growing Slowly
THE DESIR E TO ADVAN CE QUICKL Y JN A SSE MBLY GROWTH IS CHARACTl:RISTIC OF THE AGE or SPEED
lN WHlCll WE AR E LIVJNG , BUT W E MUST REM EMBER THAT MAGNITUDE IS NOT ALWAYS AN EVIDENCE OF
TRUE DEVELOPMENT.

Tall children are not necessarily
th£> healthiest because their growth
has been rapid.
No one would call mushrooms a
uery hardy stock.
Let not the leader of an assembly,
where growth is slow ( but sure ) , be
discouraged when he hears of phenominal expansion elsewhere.

In a Movement wbicb is aglow
with the fire of the Spirit, and in
which prayer is offered in old-time
fervour, and gospel singing seems to
carry the congregation to the gates
of heaven, it is difficult to speak, or
even think, of
The need of patience
There of ten
rn spiritual growth.
springs up in the hearts of all who rejoice in the fulness of blessing which
the Lord is pouring out in these favoured days a natural impatience with
those who would even suggest the
need of laying foundations and building carefully.

It is only natural that we should
develop a spiritual "impatience" since
so many experiences in a Pentecostal
Movement are instantaneous. Disreputable sinners are often immediately
changed; they enter the revival meetings breathing out blasphemies, and
pass out with prayers and praise s. The
sick who are carried in on stretchers
often leave their crutches and carriages
behind. and stand to testify to an in stantaneous healing. Those who hav('
sought earnest! y for the filling of the
Holy Spirit will suddenly experience
the blessing when a wave of divine
power sweeps over the meeting. Since
such experiences can be known in a
few moments during revival services,
we need not be 'Urprised if the pirit
of expectation carries most of us beyond rhc dear tcJching of the crip
lllte.

By Howard Carter
Rapid growth is dangerous.

fed, not on the " milk " of the Word,
or they will be kept in a state of infancy, but on the ''strong meat."
They must be taught to bear a re sponsibility in the Church, so that
Elders and Deacons or other Church
Officers can be appointed from their
midst in due course.

Many a parent has looked with
concern upon a child who has "sprung
up " too rapid! y. We learn by experi ence to discern unhealthy growth, and
Such work is hard,
to predict the inevitable results. Nevertheless, our judgment fails when we and one fears that many who find a
consider spiritual growth. An as - sphere of service in the Church of
sembly will be gathered together ra- God are not prepared to lay such deep
pidly by an Evangelist and many will foundations.
be "born again " during the Cam~
Let no one despise the community
paign, but the Leader who takes which is prepared to accept the princharge of the work after the Evange- ciple of " slow growth" in preference
list has left will be faced with a per- to that rapid form, which might well
plexing situation. He will wonder be typified by Jonah 's gourd. There
how much of the transplanted work can be little doubt that tbc trees which
will take root in the new soil, and bear most fruit have been long in
how many of the converts of the pre- growing and carefully pruned. Let
ceding weeks of campaign will bear a Movement be judged by its fruit.
fruit in time to come. A sense of fear , . and by fruit let us chiefly understand
perhaps, cripples his best ministry , that which is produced for others,
and be feels that to build up the work and we shall be in no doubt about the
would be a mistake , so hr endeavours ultimate results. One of th se slow Lo continue the work of evangelism, growing Movements of the present
and fill the places of the members he day Outpouring of Lbe Spirit of God
loses with new ones.
is sending thousands of pounds each
But growth is different from birth. year to the foreign field, and steadily
There are families shadowed by some making itself felt in the home land.
dread disease . Children are born that
Great buildings generally have a
never reach maturity . Their parent
long time pent in laying their founare rejoicing continually in new mem - dations.
-Selected.
bers of the family given as precious
gifts from God, but at a certain ag
REVIVAL SERVICES
they bury as many a are born.
Revival ervices will be held in the
The family neuer increases.
Salem Pentecostal Church, 192 Grant
Spiritual growth depends upon the
Street, Salem, N. J., Nov. 2nd to Nov.
maintenance of spiritual health. The
28th inclu ivc, by Evangelist J. Earl
healthy church is not one where con- Douglass , Pittsburgh, Pa., every day
verts are continually being added, and
unexcept Monday , at 8: 00 P . M.
nothing more, The children of the days, l 0 : 30 and 8 :00. Come yourpoor are often many. The community sl'! f and bring someone with you.
which is healthily growing must be
Reu. 7 homa H. I'. Cairn~. Pa tor
well cared for by the Master, each
FREE: With each new subscription for one
individual being considcn•d, and cor- vear
w~ will give free one Precious Promise
rected ,rnd encour.1gcd. They nrnst be Bux. If deoired ask for it.
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Spirit ism
From March 31, 1848, when seventy to eighty persons met at John
Fox's home in Hydeville, N. Y., to
investigate the spirit rapping testified
to by Margaret Fox, age nine years,
until the present time, Spiritism has
been rising rapidly. By 1871 the
movement had between eight and ten
mill ion adherents.
A London paper says: "Spiritism
is now discussed at every dinner-party
and every luncheon-party . People are
not afraid to talk about it, for it is
now recognized as a subject of permanent and important interest." The
Prophetic News says: "Literally thousands of people lately took part in a
huge procession through a Yorkshire
town, on the occasion of a gathering
of Spiritualists." The words of Lady
Conan Doyle that "the movement is
spreading like a prairie fire" appear to
be true. In all classes and every country the interest in Spiritism is enormous.
International Events carries an article stating that four out of every ten
people in the United States consult
spiritualists and clairvoyants, attempting to pierce the veil of the future.
Chicago has an index file of two
thousand professed spirit mediums, to
say nothing of thousands more who
claim to foretell the future by palmistry, cards or numerology. It is
claimed that the American people are
handing out $125,000,000 a year to
these people, and that even governors
and cabinet members sit at their feet.
A group of clergymen of various denominations met in the city of London, England, and stated that the purpose of the meeting was "to discuss
the fact of survival, the possibility of
verbal communication with the spirit
world and its bearing on Christian
teaching." This is amazing in the
face of the Bible's explicit teaching against Spiritism.
The question comes: Is Spiritism
a fraud or true? Sir Oliver Lodge, the
great scientist, stares: "I have seen a

=
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A Sign of t he La.st Days
By the Editor

phantom form come from a corner
of a room, take an accordion in its
hands, and glide about the room playing the instrument." Sir William
Crookes, the greatest chemist of modern times, says: "I have talked with
the spirit of Katie King scores and
scores of times. saw her form appear
and disappear, and photographed her
many times." However, Harry Price,
The Director of the National Laboratory of Physical Research of England,
after many years of research, has reached the following con cl us ions: "There
is not a shred of evidence that a picture of a spirit has ever appeared upon
a photographic plate; conversely,
every spirit photographer who has
been scientifically tested has been
thoroughly exposed. There is no
scientific evidence that the dead has
ever communicated with the living
or that a person once dead has ever
come back." From Harry Price's recent book, · 'Leaves from a Psychist 's Case Book." Gollanez publishers,
London. The proof is with Harry
Price, who has headed this unbiased
scientific Laboratory of Physical Research for many years. Spirits of the
dead do not communicate with the
living and we will show where the
manifestations of the spiritists that
are not frauds come from.
There is a great deal of fraud in
Spiritism. A great spiritist medium,
Mrs. Duncan, came to the National
Laboratory of Physical Research.
claiming that she could produce spirit
materalization from a substance
known as ectoplasm, and agreed to the
test conditions of the Laboratory. The
cameras revealed that Mrs. Duncan
would beforehand swallow a long
roll of cheese-cloth six feet long and
thirty inches wide, and eject it to convince the gullible of materialization .
A prominent spiritist medium, Nino
Pecararo, in whom Conan Doyle had

implicit faith, even going so far as to
say that spiritism stood or fell by him,
confessed that for years he had hoodwinked the public, and that his seances
were al.I a fake. "I've never seen a
ghost, and don't believe anyone else
ever has," he said. ''I'm sick and tired
of giving seances and have spiritism
reap the profit. When ghosts appear
at my seances, they are Nino Pecararo
in the flesh."
First we want to show that God
is against spiritism, and would not
help the spirits of the departed to communicate with the living.
"But whereas they will say to you,
Inquire of them that have familiar
spirits, and of the wizards that chirp
and mutter; Should not a people inquire of their God? For the living,
should they inquire of the dead?"
(Isa. 8: 19). "Thou shalt not suffer
a witch to live" (Ex. 28: 18), was
Moses· command. "The soul that
turneth unto them that have familiar
spirits, I will set my face against that
soul, and will cut him off from among
his people." (Lev. 20:6).
It is not possible for mediums to
call back the spirits of the departed.
Job said, ''I shall go the way whence
I shall not return." (Job 10:21).
David said of his son, "I shall go to
him but he shall not return to me."
(2 Sam. 12: 23). In Job 7:9 we
read, "He that goeth down to the
grave shall come up no more to his
house, neither shall his place know
him any more."
If it is not God or the spirits of
the departed dead, who is it that produces the spirit manifestations? The
answer is in I Tim. 4: 1.2: "Now
the Spirit speaketh expressly that in
the latter times some shall depart
from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of demons,
speaking lies in hypocrisy.'' Some of
sp1r1t1sm is through hypocritical
1ying and the rest is demonical. It is
preparation for the coming of the
(Con ~nued on page 15)
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Pa ith Possibilities In Healing
"And the prayer of faith shall save
the sick and the Lord shall raise him
up." How absolutely important then
is faith as a factor in the healing ministry! The Lord restores the sick to
health in answer to prayer offered in
faith. The pierced hand of the Man
of Calvary is ever reaching down to
bestow the benefit whenever and
wherever the hand of faith reaches up
to claim.
"And these signs shall follow them
that believe in my name they shall
lay hands on the sick, and they shall
recover." How the word "believe"
demands of us our attention! The
sick recover when "them that believe"
lay hands on the sick and pray.
Luke tells of a woman "having
an issue of blood twelve years, which
had spent aII her living upon physicians. neither could be healed of any."
Just another physical wreck on the
shores of time. But Mark paints his
word picture of her in even darker
colors than does Luke. He says that
she "had suffered many things of
many physicians. and had spent all
that she had, and was nothing bettered, but rather grew worse.'' Now
health is such a priceless boon that it
would be cheap at the price "all her
living" or "all that she had." But
she had spent "all" and "suffered"
and "grew worse'' and "was nothing
bettered" and "could not be healed of
any." It's a picture of helpless and
hopeless despair.
But there's a brighter side to the
story. "She heard of Jesus.'' And
"faith cometh by hearing." And faith
turns every dark cloud of despair into a veritable rainbow of hope. And
I do like the way Mark puts it. She
"came in the press behind, and touched His garment. For she said, if I may
touch but His clothes, I hall be
whole.'' She did not say, "I may be
whole;" but she did say, "I shall be
whole.'' That was real faith. "And
straightway the fountain of her blood
was dried up; and she felt in her body

By
Euangelist
Haruey
McAl1ster

that she was healed of that plague.
Matthew, Mark and Luke all tell
us that Jesus said to her, "Thy faith
bath made thee whole." Faith precedes healing. We feel in our bodies
that we are healed after we have be1ieved, not before. Observe the order
in the healing program - faith, fact,
feeling. First in order is faith. "She
touched His garment: for
she said, if I may but touch His
clothes . I shall be whole.'' Next
comes healing. "Straightway the
fountain of her blood was dried up."
Last comes feeling. "And she felt
. that she wa healed."
A woman travelled from a distant
city to hear a servant of Christ expound God's word on the ubject of
Christian healing, and to ask for his
prayers for the healing of her body
from an ailment of many years' stand
ing. This particular minister made it
a rule to never pray with anyone for
healing who indulged in tobacco or
liquor. Upon finding out that the
woman's husband was the proprietor
of a saloon, he refused to minister unto her unless her husband would consent to quit the saloon business.
The husband, upon being advised
of the facts of the case, agreed to give
up his !me of occupation in the event
of his wife being healed, but would
not agree to take any steps in the matter until such times a she was healed.
The little lady-not knowing which
way to turn, but with a broken body,
much overwrought nerves, worried
brain and troubled heart-slipped away and got alone with the Lord in
prayer. Then it was that the blessed
Holy Spirit, Faithful Guide, seemed
to direct her attention to the very pas-

sage of Holy Writ that we have just
had under consideration. And so, she
said to herself. "I know what I will
do. I will go to that church tonight.
And, as that preacher passes up the
aisle, I'll be sitting right along side
the aisle, and, I'll reach out my hand
and touch his clothes. I know I'll be
healed.'' What a child-like faith.
She did as she had planned to do,
and, instantly. she was made every
whit whole. I do not know whether
the preacher noticed her action, or if
he had discernment, or what: but,
when he reached the rostrum, he said.
''As I passed up the aisle someone
reached out a hand and touched my
clothes and was healed. I want that
per on to stand up and testify. Trembling from head to foot. and feelin!l
about as badly scared. and realizing
herself to be in about as tight a corner
as the woman who touched Jesus'
clothes. she arose and told out her
whole story. Then she left the church,
and. wending her way down town
to the telegraph office, she wired her
hu band the good news. And to shorten the story up a bit. I declare, her
husband closed the saloon. and both
of them consecrated their lives to
Christ.
Matthew relates the incident of the
restoration of sight of two blind men,
and, in doing so. makes a contribution of real worth to the subject of
faith healing. "Jesus saith to them,
believe ye that I am able to do this?
They said unto Him. Yea Lord. Then
touched He their eyes, saying, according to your faith be it unto you.''
And evidently they were in the possession of some real faith and evidently
they put their faith into action, for
we read, "And their eyes opened.''
When told that Jesus of Nazareth
wa passing by, poor old blind Bartimeas began to cry at the top of his
voice, "Jesus, Thou Son of David,
have mercy on me." The crowd tried
to hush him up a bit, but he wasn't
to be hushed He had heard of Jesus
(Continued on page 15)
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Oriental Covenants
As Illustrating the s·criptu·re..s
. By Florence A. Atwater
As a suitable setting adds to our
appreciation of a gem and makes · it
really useful. so a knowledge of ori ental customs brings many Bible
jewels out to light where we may
see their beauty and value.
Particular! y is this true of the cu ·.
tom of league making, which appears
in several forms: as the Water Cove nant, the Bread, the Salt, the Blooo
and the Threshold Covenants. These
differ in duration. therefore in closeness.
A great spiritual belp ha com e to
the writer from the study of this sub ject, also a strong desire to extend t11e
blessing as widely as possible. ·
A covenant i•s an agreement entered
into between two or more persons, or
Theologically, between Jehovah and
some other being or person. Water,
Bread, Salt and Blood are tokens of
three different Covenants.
The derivation of the word "Cove nant'' is variously traced: in English .
to the Latin "con ·venire," to come together: the Arabs derive their word
from their verb ''to bind;" the Hebrews from their verb "to cut," 'referring to the dividing of animals m
making a Blood Covenant.
In Bible lands, it is customary to
ask for a "baksheesh'· or a sign of
friendship, because no man trusts a
pledge. This restranger without
quest for "baksheesh" which greets
the foreigner's ears is not primarily
from a desire for lucre, but for a token of bis peaceable intentions. If an
oriental decline to eat or drink with
you, beware of him, propitiate him
if possible. With rare exceptions,
strangers in Arabia, Syria and Pales•
tine are regarded as sent by Jehovah,
and therefore receive hospitalities
which would be quite unexpected in
the western world. A Covenant once
made is sacredly kept by orientals.
( Gal. 3: 1 5) .
It is politic for ,1 traveler, on reach-

a

ing an eastern village , to go to the
fountain. and by drinking with the
inhabitants who resort there, make
bonds of friendship . This is called
the Water Covenant, and lasts for
40 days. The first mention of this
Covenant is in Gen . 9: 11-17. The
rainbow is the token .
Other Scripture illustrations of this
are found in Ex. 2: 15, Gen. 29 : 2.
also Gen. 24, where Eliczer comes to
the city of Nabor seeking a bride for
Abraham 's son. He proceeds at once
to the fountain (well) and makes
covenants with the. maidens as they
come for the family supply of water.
One among them offers to draw for
his camels also. She can sec by Eliezer' s dress that he is neither a master
nor an ordinary servant; and by the
number and trappings of the camels.
that they represent wealth and influence; and in giving them water,
she will be entering into Covenant
with their owner. Any of the girls
would be willing to do as much, but
Rebecca is the only one whom God
prompts to answer the steward's
prayer.
These fountains furnish the youths
their only opportunities of establishing friendships with maidens, who are
the water-carriers of their families.
Ordinary politeness would forbid the
refusal of a drink of water, and girls
anticipating such a meeting array
themselves most becomingly.
The oriental thinks the best monument he can leave is a fountain with
his name engraved on its stone; for
every one who drinks its waters covenants to pray for eternal blessings on
the donor.
Gen. 21:25-H. Abram dug such
a well (Beer) and gave seven (sheba)
lambs as the sign of the oath (sheba)
or Covenant between himself and Abimelech. Abrabam also planted a
grove there, that the shepherds might
rest at midday with their flocks, near

the watering plac~. ( verse 3 3) .
Abraham sent
Gen. 21: 14-20.
Hagar away, making a Water Cove nant with her for 40 days, also a
Bread Covenant for 40 years . .. Sh~
was mourning because her son was
disinherited, but was comforted _·:~)'
the sight of water which God gave
her as the sign of the Lovenant He
made with Ishmael. ( verse 18) ..
There are other ways of making the
Water Covenant as seen in Geri : 18:
4, when Abraham· bathed the foet of
his angel visitors; also Mdses · bathed
the priests, as a part of the ·cer"c.cnon y
of their consecration. (Lev.8 :5.,6).
In II Kings 3 : 11, the spirits of Elisha
and Elijah are supposed to be· still irt
league because of the service nndered
to the latter by his servant.
God made a Covenant with the Israelites on bringing them out of · }S.
gypt, by leading them through the
Red Sea (Ex. 14). He established the
Covenant with the next generation by
taking them through the Jordan to
their promise-cl land (Josh. 3). At the
beginning of their wilderness journey-,
and again near its end, he gave them
water from the rock as pledges of
his continued love. (Ex. 17; N un,.
20). In Ex. 15 :26 is a conditional
Covenant, and its sign is found in
verse 25.
Because of the refusal of the Moab.
ites to make Covenants witb Israel.
they were excluded from God's tabernacle and from friendship with bis
people. (Deut. 23 :3,4,6).
Jael's dealings with Sisera arc more
easily understood, by a knowledge
of oriental customs. (Judges 4).
When she sees tbe captain :fleeing from
the Israelites she goes out to meet h im
with a welcome. If she had waited
for him to grasp the sides of her doorway with his hands, she would have
been under a Threshold Cove nant to
protect ,is life, even at the risk of her
(See H. C. Trumbull '
own.
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"Threshold Covenant," under " Appeals at the Altar"). When Sisera
asks her to make a W atcr Covenant with "him. she declines by bringing him buttermilk in a ''lordly d1sh"
instead of water: for to make and
break a Covenant would bring upon
her great reproach. (Women after
making butter often hang outside their
tents skin bottles of buttermilk for
any weary passer by. It is no Cov·enaht). With her mallet and tcntpin,
"'hammers and nails'' are unknown
to her) she fulfills the prophecy of
verse 9, and wins Deborah's praise.
(V. 24-27).
fn Jeremiah 32:29, we find Israel
and Judah have provoked Jehovah by
making Covenants with false gods.
Israel meets Samuel at Mizpah. and
he renews the broken Covenant "by
pouring out water before the Lord ."
(l Sam. 7: 3-6). This is a libation,
a most sacred offering to GoJ, such
as David made (I Chron. 11 : I 5- I 9)
when in "the hold" with besieging
Philistines having a garrison at Bethlehem, he longed for a drink from the
old well at Bethlehem. Three of his
loyal captains broke through the hosts
of enemies and brought him the water.
David refused to use it for slaking his
thirst because it was too precious, "the
blood of these men, the jeopardy of
their lives,·' but made it a sacred libation to God.
In Isa. 55: 1,3,7, God in ite bis
wandering people to return to Covenant relations with himself, and includes all the world in the invitation.
· 'Ho, every one that tbirsteth, come
ye to the waters."
Under the Symbol of a water Covenant are several beautiful prophecies of
Israel's restoration to Palestine and to
the favor of J eho ah, as Isa. 1 2: 2,
3: 33:16 last clause: 35:6,7,10: 49

: l 0.
That God's Covenants are abiding
is shown by the breaking forth of
springs of pure, cry ta! water at RasE 1, near Tel-Aviv, and others in different parts of the land. This is significant as God's provi~1on for the
predicted return of His chosen peq1lc
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to the {and of their inheritance.
The Water Covenant i typical of
justification. The prophet ' 'John did
baptize in the wildernc s. and preach
the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins," ( Mark I : 4) and
brought many Jews into a new rela tion to God.
The Son of God came into the
world as Covenant between Jehovah
and mankind. He was baptized to
make a Covenant with John and the
people.
Before her conversion, the Samantan woman did not dare face pub! ic
opinion, and make a Covenant with
Jesus, therefore she gave him no wat er: but he gave her a "spring" and
everlasting Covenant.
At the Fca t of Tabernacle (John
7: 3 7) visitors were camping in booth
on the Mount of Olives, and from the
brook Kidron, in the Valley of Jehosaphat, maidens, bringing water for
the family supply, bad, doubtless.
many times during the feast, made
Covenant from their water jars, with
Jesus and bis disciples. Now in return, Christ offers living water, symbol of an eternal Covenant.
To give a cup of water in the name
of Christ ( Mark 9: 41) means that
the giver belongs to him, and wishes
the recipient to come into Covenant
relation with his Lord.
John 13:5,8. Jesus wa bed the
feet of his disciples as an introduction
to the closer Bread and Blood Covenants He was about to make with
them. "lf I wasb thee not thou hast
no part in me." As the priests (Lev.
8) in their consecration ceremony
were bathed. fed, and sprinkled with
blood.
On the cross (John 19:28-30)
Jesus said "I thir t" not to complain.
but to gtve thr Jews one more opportunity to enter into a league with
Him. But like Jacl they refused to
make even a Water Covenant, and
gave Him vinegar and gall. (Psa. 69:
21). Having done all that could be
done to bring them to God. He cried
"It is fini hcd .'' therefore the retri-

bution of Psa. 69 : 23,25,28 must fol low.
But since that time many Christians
have entered into thi Covenant by
baptism. (Acts 8:36: Rev. 7:16.17
contrast with 8: 11. Note Rev. 21: 6:

22:17).
Let us read again our baptismal vow
and mark how it separates us from
Christ's enemies, and binds us to himself. "I renounce the devil and all his
works , the vain pomp and glory of
the world with all the covetous desires
of the same, and all the covetous desires of the flesh, so that I will not
follow nor be led by them "
(The writer of thi article was formerly a Christian worker and Bible
Teacher. She cs now 84 years of age
and an inmate of Bethel Home.)
PENTECOST AL CONVE TION
-ATGLAD TIDINGS TABERNACLE
125-329 W. 33rd St., N. Y. C.
ow in progress with Evangelist
A. H. Argue and his daughter Zelma
as speakers
Meetings each day at 7: 45 p.m ..
except Mondays, when there will be
no service. Afternoon services will be
held Wednesdays and Fridays of the
convention at 3 :00 p.m.
A Young People's Rally ·will be
held on Saturday, ov. 27th, at 7:
30 p.m.
Special services on Thanksgiving
Day at 3 :00 and 7: 30 p.m.
ov. 21st will be Missionary Day.
at which time we expect missionaries
from all parts of the world. dressed
in native costume. to present the great
need of the foreign field. On this day
we receive our yearly offering for mision . Pray that God may undertake
and touch the hearts of His people.
Reu. and Mrs. R. A. Brown, Pa tors.

Precious Promises
A splendid little box of precibus
promises from the Word of God
printed on colored cards. Every home
should have them. Price each box 20c.
With all the form of praying done today so few know how to really pray and
move God.
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"LOOK AND LIVE"
When I was a girl of fifteen I had
diptheria. and for one whole year I
could drink out of nothing but a tube
for if I should drink out of a glass it
would strangle me.
When I was strong enough to get
out of bed I found that I had double
curvature of the spine and the right
hip was larger than the left. The
right hip was developing and the left
hip was not. I had to wear a pad on
my left hip and it had to be made
heavier and heavier until it weighed
three pounds. Being a poor girl I had
to go out to work and when I came
home I had to clean our six room
home and scrub all our clothes and
take care of my invalid mother. When
you yourself are sick and have to work
and take care of your sick mother and
do everything else. that is hard times.
I thank God that I had a praying
mother and she prayed for her family
but when she died not one of them
were saved. But thank God through
her prayers and my healing my father.
brothers, and husband found God .
I could not do very much work in
my condition so I went to the doctor
and he told me that my left leg was
shorter than the right one, and that
on the shorter foot I should wear a
higher heel and a thick pad 1nnersole.
He thought that it would help me.
but it did not, I just got worse and
worse. At this time I was to be married and I told my husband all that I
had and he loved me and took me
just as I was.
As I was getting worse I went to
the doctor and he examined me and
told me that I was in the first stage
of St. Vitus dance and heart trouble
and double curvature of the spine.
For over two years I was treated
by this doctor and when my child
was born he was disfigured and the
doctor said he would not live. His
nose was flat on bis face, his little
body was mangled and crushed, and
be was black. They treated him the
best they could and brought him in

By Euangelist Emma A. Dickerson
Sermon preached at Wellesley Park
Camp Meeting in July. 1937.
Stenographically reported.
to me. When I saw him I prayed.
In my backslidden state, for I had
given my heart to the Lord when I
was sixteen, I prayed that if he would
not be as other people I would rather
he die now. I wanted him so badly
but I knew how people laughed when
a person can not take care of himself.
They laid him aside to die and the
nurse said three times that he was
dead. but there was a little park of
life in him and he did not die . Now
he is twenty and the Lord has healed
him and you yould not know the
suffering he went through when he
was just a little child.
About six months had gone by
since my baby was born when a doctor friend of mine told me that the
Neuropathy treatments I had been
taking could not help me. I did not
want to hear that. I was looking for
a little ray of sunshine. He told me
that I would have to wear a body
brace very soon but told me now to
go to the cobbler and have put on my
shoe a half inch leather sole. I did
this but soon I had to go back and
have another quarter of an inch added
to the other half making it a three
quarters of an inch sole on my left
shoe. Here I was trying to do my
work wearing this shoe and my three
pound pad. At this time the baby
was very sick. He was so swollen
that his little instep cracked open and
bled. Then I was put to bed and a
nurse had to take care of us both.
My husband was a cugboatman
and he thought that it might be betfer
to move down to Lewes, Delaware,
because the salt air might help. At
first I could not find a house but by
the time I found one I had to go to
a doctor. He thought that I bad a

tubercular spine, but a thorough examination showed that every muscle
in my back was paralyzed, causing c1
double curvature of the spine. All
caused by the diptheria I had when a
girl of fifteen. I wish that I could
tell you how bad I was so that you
could understand how big and wonderful and good our God is. I went
and got measured for some cork innersole shoes and then went home. I
sat and thought back when I was
sixteen that I had promised God that
if He would spare me I would serve
Him, but He knew what it would
take to get me into the place where
He wanted me. I served Him from
afar off. I Jived the best I knew how,
but now I was a backslider and worse
than that, a hypocrite. When I opened the package, with the shoes in it,
I sat in a chair and cried and cried
and tried to think what I had done
to have to wear such things as these
were. Deep in my heart I knew, but
I would not admit it. I was sick in
my heart. I did not know it then
but having the Blood applied is the
only way to be saved.
In 1920 I had a complete breakdown and after I was up only one
week such pains shot across my back
an hour earlier every day until I was
in constant pain. You can have your
mind over matter but there were not
enough devils in hell to make me forget that I was in pain. I had to hold
on to the arm of my chair to keep
from pulling out my hair, and when
my husband would try to help me I
felt like taking a club and hitting him
on the bead with it, and when my
baby would come to me I felt like
taking 'and throwing him out. You
can ' t understand it when you read in
the newspaper about some of the
terrible things that sick people do.
but when you are really sick you can
understand it very well. It was only
God's mercy that kept me from doing
some terrible thing. I did not know
it then but I do know it now.
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All this time I had doctors and was
taking medicine and I kept asking
for nerve medicine and the doctor said
that I was taking it but I might just
as well have taken cold water for it
was not helping me the least bit.
Now the time had come when I
just had to have a body brace and so
when I was leaving for the body brace
manufacturing company I stood just
as straight as I could. My head was
flat on my shoulder , my left hip bone
was way in and I was bent so that
my hand reached below my knee. I
was just an old crippled woman. Oh
beloved , will you let the love of God
flow out of you to a poor crippled
person who no one cares for . The
car was crowded and a girl about
sixteen years old got up and let me
have her seat. God bless her whereever she is now. My baby had diabetes worse than many older people
have it, and when we got there he
caught scarlet fever and I had to put
him in the hospital. When they measured me for the brace they put a harness around my neck and lifted me
up until my toes just touched the
floor. I had to hold on to handles to
keep from strangling. They made a
rough brace of plaster of paris and
there let me bang until it dried. Then
they let me down and it felt like heaven and I did not want them to take
it off. At that time I did not weigh
ninety pounds. When everything was
finished and my boy was well I went
home. When I got the body brace the
doctor said, "If that does not do, you
will have to get a leg brace."
When I bad the body brace on I
could not sit down normally or turn
my head. If I wanted to look behind
me I would have to turn my whoie
body around. I had to keep my home,
stand, wash dishes and cook. Just
about every fifteen minutes I would
have to stretch across the bed and rest.
There were thirty two holes in the
brace and every night they would be
imprinted in my flesh. Nights I would
have to go to bed about five or six
o'clock and stay in bed as long as I
could in the morning. The brace
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was so bot that even in the cold winter
my underclothes were wet through
with perspiration and you can just
imagine how it must have been on a
hot summer day , and then people say
it's too hot to go to church when
there are many that would thank God
if they could go.
Soon I needed the leg brace. They
told me that this would last on! y five
or s~x months, when I would need a
brace for the other leg also. That
this would last for about the same
time, and then I would have to go to
the hospital for incurables, or have
some one care for me in my own
home, which would be for only a
brief time.

One day a minister told me that the
Lord would heal me. I just looked
at the man who had the nerve to tell
me the Lord would heal me, I thought
he was crazy. " You don't know
what you are talking about," I
thought. The man left my home and
when I was in the kitchen I saw the
hand writing just as Belshazzar saw
it. In every corner I saw in large black
letters "THE LORD WILL HEAL
YOU." I went and got my Bible and
opened it to where the Lord healed
the sick, the blind, and the lame. I
wanted to take care of my home, to
walk the streets like other people. I
began seeking God and I found God.
I looked and lived. It became sweet
to pray and I kept on day and night,
"Lord I want to be well." He was
so sweet, so gracious that I loved to
pray. At this time revival meetings
were being held in a Methodist church.
There meetings lasted until twelve
and one o'clock. I had never heard
of people who would stay in a meeting until that time of night. I want ed to go but if I went, I would be in
bed for two or three days so I did not
go often. On the night before New
Year's I asked my husband to go to
the watch night service with me. We
went and if there had been one more
step to go I think I would have died,
but I felt better in my soul. I went
home and to my surprise, got up the
next morning and went to the meet-
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ing that night again. I went every
night until the revival closed, then
it opened in another church and I went
there. The devil said to me, " Why do
you come to church, you don' t love
the Lord, " but I went. I was crying
day and night for my healing. One
night I had a dream. I thought I was
running in a field of blossoms. It was
a little taste of health and new life,
but it was only a dream. It made me
hungry to fall down on my knees beside my bed and cry out, " Lord, not
to be like other people, but through
my healing another will be brought
closer to Christ and others saved." I
fo1lowed out the fifth chapter of
James, and sent for them to come and
pray for me, and three weeks later on
the eighth day of March, 1921 , a
knock came to the door and someone
said, "Tell Mrs. Dickerson that we
are coming to pray for her this evening." Never was a day so long, God
was going to heal me. I knew that
God was going to heal me so I went
down to buy .a pair of corsets. I
could not get the baby to bed quick
enough and the dishes put away fast
enough. When I put the baby to bed
I asked him if he was going to ask
Jesus to heal mother. so that she
would not have to wear braces any
more. He put his little hands up and
said, "Dear Jesus heal mother and
make ber well." I got undressed and
took off my braces for I did not want
them on because God was going to
heal me. I was going to be well inside
as well as outside.
When they came there was a Pres•
byterian brother, a Pentecostal Sister
and a Brethren Minister and his wife.
That shows that God is no respecter
of persons. Jesus Christ the same yesterday, today, forever. We prayed
for three hours. After the second hour
I stood up but I was not healed. The
two sisters rubbed my body in Jesus'
Name. All at once somathing wenr
through my head and right down
through my body down through my
feet, and you can be sure that I knew
it. The minister was on the other
side of my dining room table repeat-
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ing the first part of the third of Acts,
where Peter _ said, " Silver and gold
have I none , but such as I have give
I thee: In the name of Jesus Christ
of Nazareth nse up and walk. " I
stood and walked in Jesus· name and
I was every whit whole. Fo r sixteen
years my head was over on my should er and my spine was S shaped. I had
a cancerous sore from the birth of my
child. and my pelvis bone was twisted
way out of place. Not only was I
straightened out but a few days later
in my kitchen something went
through me again and I stood with
my feet close together and I felt my
pelvis bone move into place. People
used to say that God healed Mrs. Dickerson outside but she can't have any

more children. Ten years ago God
proved to the world that I was healed
inside as w ell as outside. I had a little
boy that when he was born he was
as large as a three months ' old baby .
Right after he was born God gave
us h is name , Paul Samuel. Sometimes he acts more like Saul than
Paul but praise the Lord he is well.
He is ten years old and be takes a
size twelve suit.
When I w.:s healed I never knew
about the Holy Spirit but just as the
other minister had done his duty so
did the Pentecostal sister do hers. She
stayed all night with me and told me
all about tbe Holy Spirit. From the
wonderful way that I felt God's power I knew that there was more for me
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yet. On the sixteenth day of April
1921 I received the Holy Spirit. That .
night six people were tarrying in th~
Pentecostal sister's house and four out
of the six were filled, I being the last
one. Glory be to God, I looked and
lived. I found life for my body and
also found that more abundant life
in Christ Jesus. and it has kept me all
these many years.
Since that time He has healed me
of three sprained ankles and torn ligaments in one leg and an inflamed bladder and pneumonia. My healing turn ed my father, husband, and brothers,
to God, one of whom is a Holiness
preacher. They looked and lived and
found life in the look. Thank God.

The Nature and Operation of Spiritual Gifts
do what they so loudly proclaimed
some years ago they were going
to do. The professing (but thank
God! not the real) Church has proved
itself utterly helpless to meet the ter rific onslaughts of the devil and his
anti-Christian hosts. Many. yes, the
great majprity of professing Christians ate falling out of rank and deserting to the foe instead of bearing
up courageously the Blood-stained
Banner of the Cross and the pure
white Ensign of the Resurrection.
True, they still retain a FORM of
religion. But their utter apostasy is
proved by their denial and rejection
of the POWER OF GOD (2 Tim.
3: 5).
One more illustration will suffice to
show the relationsbip to the Church
of Christ of a soul that has only been
regenerated in contrast to one who
has also received the mighty Baptism
in the Holy Spirit.

the Church . You will remember that
Moses persuaded the Israelites to kiil
the Passover Lamb and sprinkle. the
blood thereof upon the doorposts of
their houses in Egypt. God had determined to slay , in that same night, all
the first-born of all families in Egypt
that did not have the protecting blood
upon their doors. (Ex. 12, 13, 14) . ·
Through their act of faith the k
raelitcs became the first-born sons of
God. And when Moses forsook Egypt
that memorable night, the Pillar of
Fire guided them in their exodus.
These redeemed sons of God followed
Moses not only to the Red Sea. but
also through it over into the wilderness and out of the power of Pharaoh ·
and his pursuing host. They were
truly a separated unified body of redeemed souls, "called out" of the bondage of Egypt into the holy fellowship of a holy God. (Ex. 19: 4) .
Therefore they are called by the martyr Stephen "the Church in the wilderness." (Acts 7:38) (For the word
''Church" means simply-"catled
out").

Israel, a Type of the Church.

Israel Unorgamzed At First.

The children of Israel arc a mo t
wonderful type of the Church. Mo cs
i$ a type of Je ·us Christ. l he Head of

Nevertheless, during this period of
exodus the children of I racl W1'rt' not

A Pitiful Spectacle!
We are well aware that many , in
these days, are attempting to serve
their Lord in this battle against sin
and Satan wirhout ever having received the Baptism in the Holy Spirit.
But ah! how little is being accomplished by them as they war against
the foe in the impotency of their natural talents and carnal business methods. We are well aware that so-called
professing Christians of today are
highly organized - after bumao speaking. Their avowed purpose to push
the battle for Jesus Christ to the ends
of the earth and to win the whole
world for Jesus is no~le indeed! But
alas! it is for the most p.:irt mere! y a
vast, human organization, guided and
directed by the fleshly talents and natural wisdom. Their leaders, in most
cases, arc men who have never been
equipped with the proper SUPERNATURAL talents and gifts, and in
many instances indeed, they have never yet been BORN AGAIN.
And the result? The Church,
broadly speaking, has become the
laughing stock of uubelicvers, and
many of these same leaders are today
openly confessing that their system
and methods have miserably failed to,

By Benj. A. Baur
( C onlinued from last month)

(Continued on page 15)
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Speaking Smooth Things
By Frank Isensee, Modesto, California
That this 1s a rebellious people, lying children. children that will not
hear the law of the Lord. Which say to the seers, See not: and to the
prophets. Prophes y not unto us right things, speak unto us smooth things,
(Isa. 30 :9.10 ) .
prophesy deceits.''

In these days of increased know ledge. and in a time when college
degrees are so universal. worldly intellect is being geared to such an extent
that more time and effort is given to
research work today than any other
period of world history. God's word
tells us plainly in 2 Tim. 3: 7, that
in the last days they shall ever be
learning but never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth . In other
words new discoveries can be made,
new fields of science opened and local
solutions found, but the farther science
reaches out into the unknown, perplexity increases in proportion. More
than ever the world realizes that a
Supreme Being is behind these scenes.
and that this earthly life is but a puff
of vapor compared to eternity and
life beyond. Naturally man is turning
1~0.re than ever to those who preach
eternal security. They arc trying to
make themselves feel secure for a life
beyond the grave. Now, God's Word
tells us that there is only one way to
eternal security and that is by the way
of the Cross. To come to repentance
and be born again. (John 3:3). To
become a new creature in Christ Jesus.
(II Cor. 5: 7). In First Corinthians
I :8, the Word tells us tbat the preaching of the Cross is foolishness unto the
natural man. If he refuses to come to
repentance and be saved. he is not in
harmony with God's ways. He is still
of tbe world and till reaching out
for things of the world. Therefore
he seeks worldly doctrine.
God's Word never fails and He
never goes back on His promises. We
learn in II Thes., that the time comes
when some are given "strong delusions," and made to believe a lie, and
be damned becausi.: they would not
believe the truth. Again in II Tim.
4: 3, we read that the time will come
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when they shall not endure sound
doctrine but will turn their ears into
fables. They will run to the different
false cults that are springing up everywhere and listen to "smooth things."
According to the individual mode of
living, they will soon find headquart ers that are preaching their particular
style that fits their type of lifr.
A real Holy Ghost sermon on salvation does not enter smoothly into
the ears of many listeners. Right there
is where the adversary gets in sonre of
his best work. He manages to draw
that class to other meetings that are
putting forth " false doctrine." False
leaders that are making merchandise
of congregations by talking "smooth
things,'· and giving false assurance
that they are living the right life.
In Haggai 1:7, God warns the people to "consider'' their ways. In the
ninth verse. we learn that people look
for much but it comes to little.
"Why? saith the Lord of hosts.
Because of mine house that is waste,
and ye run every man unto his own
house.'· (Haggai 1 : 9) .
Here we get another picture of people running to their favorite places of
pleasure or worship trying to satisfy
a longing spirit, while God's true
places of worship are ignored. People
may find teachers that sooth their
"itching ears." · 'Smooth things" to
hear, b_ut we read in Haggai 1: 6, that
in the end there will be nothing to
reap and the results will be like a person who puts their earned wages into
"a bag with boles."
There is only one way to receive
that satisfying portion that the world
knows not of, and Lo reap the benefits throughout eternity. That is by
the way of the Cross.
HA VE YOU CONSIDERED
YOUR WAYS???

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
After almost twelve months of
holding the fort against the powers
of Satan who desired to defeat every
true Pentecostal believer in this city,
God sent to us our dear Sister Emma
Dickerson from Pennsylvania, as
evangelist for two weeks' revival campaign. which God blessed in a gracious
way.
From the beginning, old time Holy
Ghost conviction was manifested. One
lady who had not been to church for
seven years was at the altar and was
gloriously saved . \Ve also had the
joy of seeing a Polish Catholic lady
brought from superstition and darkness into God's marvelous light. As
her husband had been a cripple for
ten years, our Evangelist visited him,
taking along her body and leg brace
that she wore before God healed her.
After hearing ber testimony, the Lord
opened their hearts, and in the evening service God wrought a miracle in
the heart and life of our Polish Sister to the effect that she went home
and burned her rosary beads and crucifixes, and began to pray to Jesus.
After praying to Jesus she came back
with the testimony that her husband
was much better and could walk without crutches. We are believing God to
do a real work in the heart and body
of this man. The last night of our
campaign, we saw four sinners and
backsliders at the altar. One sister
who had travelled thirty five miles
to get to the service received the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. -Norman
Milley, Pastor.

Herald of the Bridegroom
81,, Kate Knight
Looi<! A

NEW BOOK

!UST OFF THE PRESS!

A delightful book. deaiini with the second
comi n1t of Christ-Millennial blessin11s- Ocean
will dry up-Prosptrity and joy-Power and
g(ory-Long life - Knowledge of the LordLove and worohip-Palesli11e and the Jew&The rapture of the church. You will be delighted
with the revelations of God's Word. A book
you will enjoy reading by the fireside on a
cold winter evening. 100 pages-Purple art
coven. Only 25 cen~.

The Last Hour of Gentile World
Rule by eminent Bible teachers, showing from
the Word that the CREAT CLIMAX or TH£ ACU
will 1000 burst upon the world. Price 20c pl111

3c

po1ta11e.
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BETH EL HOME NEWS
Located at 7 Auburn Street, Framingham, Massachusetts
Thanksgiving Greetings from Bethel Home to all of our friends and readers:
''O giue thanks unto the Lord; call upon His name: make known His
deeds among the people. Sing unto Him, sing psalms unto Him: talk ye
of all His wondrous works." (Psa. 105: 1,2).

Hope E. Stalker

LA DI G OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS

Matron

The breaking waves dashed high
On the stern and rock-bound coast.
And the woods, against a stormy sky,
Their giant branches tossed:

The ocean-eagle soared
From his nest by the white wave's foam,
And the rocking pines of the forest roared:
This was their welcome home!

And the heavy night hung dark
The hills and wate.rs o'er,
When a band of exiles moored their bark
On the wild New England shore.

What sought they thus afar?
Bright jewels of the mine?
The wealth of seas, the spoils of war?They sought a faith's pure shrine!

Amidst the storm they sang'
And the stars heard, and the sea;
And the sounding aisles of the dim woods rang
To the anthem of the free 1

Aye, call it holy ground,
The soil where first they trod!
They have left unstained what there they found-Freedom to worship God.
-Felicia Hemans.

At this season of the year, our
minds go back to that first Thanksgiving Day. when on this bleak old
New England shore our forefathers
with their hearts full of praise and
gratitude to the God whom they loved and serv;ed made a feast which they
shared with their red-skinned friends,
and gave thanks to God for His protection and care and blessings. We are
thrilled as we think of the sufferings
and privations which they endured
that we might have our religious freedom and liberty: that we might dwell
peaceably in this beautiful "land of
the free and home of the brave.''

As we think upon those days with
reverence and appreciation to our Pilgrim Fathers for the price they paid
for our liberty, it reminds us of One
who paid a far greater price for us,
that we might be free from sin and the
curse. Therefore our hearts are filled
with praise and thanksgiving to God
for His great love gift to this dying
world, Jesus Christ our Saviour and

Redeemer. How grateful we are to
our risen Lord that, on Calvary. He
paid the full price for our redemption.
May we as Christians make
Thanksgiving Day a day when in
the midst of our feasting and joyful
activities, we shall pause a little while
with bowed hearts and heads to truly
give thanks to God for these gracious
gifts of His love to us.
As a happy family, we are filled
with thanksgiving and praise to our
Heavenly Father for His many blessings to us. He who is mindful of the
little sparrows is caring for His Bethel
Home Family. He supplies our daily
needs. giving us good food and a
warm, comfortable home.
We are grateful to those who have
heard and obeyed the Master's voice
in sending us donations and gifts.
Praise God for many answers to
prayer this past month. We needed
new draperies for our assembly room
windows, as those which had been in
service there for years were not suit-

able after being laundered. Sister Anna Philipbar felt a special interest in
this need and prayed in the money to
buy the material for the six pairs needed, then the Lord helped her to make
and hang them. Sister Philipbar is
now enjoying a little vacation from
the Home, and is visiting friends and
relatives in Philadelphia. May God
bless her for her love and interest.
Mrs. John Nelson remembered us
with some fine pears and about one
bushel of grapes. When she calls she
often brings beautiful flowers from
her gardens. Her last gift was a large
quantity of lily bulbs, also dahlias and
gladioli bulbs. If we are successful in
raising them. these will surely help to
beautify our grounds.
Some of the workers were able to
attend the Annual Meeting of the New
England District Council at Hartford.
Conn. It was a splendid session as
God was in our midst from first to
last, and His sweet Spirit of love and
unity prevailed. We fe lt most grate-
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ful to our gracious host, Pastor Smuland and bis splendid church, for their
hospitality and wonderful entertainment.
During the past month, we have
had several guests and visitors. Among them were several of the ministers and delegates to the Hartford
Meeting: Bro. Vigna, Sisters Ander-
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son and Nettie Comrie from Providence, and Pastors Jessie Bright and
Ruth Dahl, from Cape Cod. Miss
Freda Schnell of New York spent a
few days with us. Bro. Ernest Lindholm, prospective missionary to Africa, is making his home with us while
in this part of the District.
Brethren, pray for us and rejoice

with us as we carry on for the Master
in this part of His vineyard. Let us
remember Paul's words to the Ephesians,-" giving thanks al ways for all
things unto God and the Father in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ."
(Eph. 5 :20).
-Hope£. Stalker, Matron.

Souls have been saved and reclaimed.
while all have been inspired to press
on.
We pray God's richest blessing upon our Brother and Sister as they go
to other corners of the vineyard. May
they have many precious souls for
their hire as they break God's bread.
to hungry hearts.
ANNUAL COUNCIL MEETING
(Continued from page I)

Evangelist J. Earl Douglass with the Christ's Ambassadors leader and
delegates from \Vestmorelund Pentecostal Church, Phi'ladelphia, Penn.
who drove from Philadelphia to Everett, Mass. to attend meetings in a
Reuival Campaign that Brother and Sister Douglass held there recently.
CHRIST'S AMBASSADORS
RALLY
Praise God for His wells of salvation, wherein we draw joy. Joy that
can satisfy the heart of young people.
Notes of praise and victory were
heard ascending. as the young people
gathered at Everett, Saturday, evening, October thirtieth, from our neighboring assemblies.
"Thou therefore endure hardness,
as a good soldier of Jesus Christ."
(2 Tim. 2: 3). This was the scripture that the Holy Ghost made real
to our hearts, as Sister Douglass
brought forth the message. As the
qualifications for a "good" soldier,
were presented, we felt the need of
being fully clothed in His armour,
nothing lacking. What a privilege to
serve in the army of the living God,

neath the blood stained banner. That
flag, our flag, with one star and many
stripes. Glory to God.
At the close of the service the young
people made their way to the altar to
stand and pledge allegiance to our
Captain, who has never lost a battle.
As the young folks turned homeward,
and we could see the altar rail, it was
to behold a young woman, who bad
just enlisted. God met her in a glorious way, and she left with tears on
her cheeks but the shine of God on
her face and His joy in her heart.
Truly God was with us in a precious
way. Bless His name.
This rally was the next to the last
night of rwo weeks of revival meetings. Brother and Sister J. Earl Douglass ministered to us in the power and
demonstrarion of the Holy Ghost.

The rules were suspended, and the
Superintendent, Secretary and Treasurer were elected by acclamation;
namely, Wm. J. Mitchell. H. H. Shelley and H. L Ettinger. Brother H.
T. Carpenter and E. E. Voland were
elected Executive Presbyters, and H.
H. Shelley and H. L. Ettinger, Gen.
Presbyters. Anthony Vigna and H.
L. Ettinger were reelected as sectional
Christ Ambassadors' Presidents.
The need of a permanent camp
ground was expressed, and the Executive Committee was authorized to locate a good one for the coming summer. There is a real need of prayer
for this, and the executive brethren
solicit the prayers of all God's people
in the New England District, that
there may be a suitable camp ground
located near the central part of the
District.
The Hartford Church surely needs
to be commended on their splendid
hospitality. Everything possible was
done for the comfort of the visiting
ministers and delegates. May the Lord
bless Brother muland and his loyal
band of saints and may many souls be
won for the Lord in Hartford.
-H . H. Shelley, Secretary.
Satan's Last Dread Counterfeit
A Bible portrait of the Dragon, the Antichri•I,
and the False Prophet. by A. Sims. Price 30c.
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1 lIE SAIL IN , OF 1111 : SH1RF:RS
AND DAV lDSONS
By liope McKinney
Ir was our privilege while in New
York, en roure to Bridgeport, Conn.
for a meeting with Brother Harold
Ettinger, to join in the farewell service
for our outgoing missionaries, Bro.
and Sister Lloyd Shirer and Bro. and
Sister Roy Davidson. On Friday,
October 8th, we boarded the Bremen
on which they were to sail. Going
down to the dining room we found
over three hundred people gathered
for a farewell service. From Highway
Tabernacle, Philadelphia, there were
about 200 present. Also from Neptune, N. J.; Long Beach, N. J.: Newark, N. J.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Ossining, N. Y.; Bridgeport, Conn.; and
New Yark City, friends were gathered
for the service.
The service was conducted by the
pastor of Highway Tabernacle, Brother Steelburg. The presence of the
orchestra from this assembly added
much to the impressiveness of the occasion. Words of encouragement were
given by the pastors whose assemblies
were represented: also testimonies
from missionaries who were presentBeulah Buckwalter, Mrs. McConchie
and Mrs. Wilcox. The missionaries
who were sailing spoke last. Brother
and Sister Brown came in just as the
meeting was closing and spoke a few
words.
At 11 : 15 the bell rang and all were
told to leave the ship. lt was a sad
farewell in that the Shirers were saying farewell to their two children who
were being left with h r sister and
brother-in-law. As the children kissed
their parents good-bye hearts were filled with sadness and tears fell from
the hearts of friends who knew what
a sacrifice these courageous missionaries were making for the c:rnse of
Christ. If love is measured by sacri
fice, truly their love for Christ i~
great.
The orchestra played many hymns
and the people sang wbile waiting
for the boar to loose from the pier.
Then as she saile<l out of the harbor
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the sLrains o[ All Hail the Power ol
Jesus· Name .rnd God Be With You
Till We Meet Again were wafted out
over the water and once again a band
of soldiers of the Cross left home and
loved ones to carry the light to those
who sit in darkness.
MOMENTS OF MEDITATION

Strength for War
When the corruptions of the flesh,
like an armed host, invade the soul,
they aim first at the capital city.
which is faith. Success there would
insure possession of the whole land.lt is only as we have rest in Christ,
only as we have peace through His
atoning Blood, only as we have the
purged conscience with the heart's
affections set upon Christ, that we
have any strength to war against our
spiritual enemies. It is whilst we are
fighting against them that strength is
given equal to the need, and all experience the precious sympathy of the
Captain of our Salvation. "Put on
the whole armour of God." (Eph.
6: I 0-19). David put away the armour of Saul. and went against Goliah
with nothing save the weapons of
-Robert C. Chapman.
weakness.

* * *
The Head and the !-lecrl
The present time or dispensation
ha~ been rightly described as , he · 'Dispensation of the Holy Spirit.·' \Vitli •
out His presence the work of God in
the world and in the Church would
perish in a day. If the Lord Jesus
Christ be the Head, as He is, the Holy
Spirit is tbe heart of the spirin1al
body, through whom flow the vitalizing streams to all the people of God
Iikc the main shaft of some great fact
ory, setting and maintaining in mot
ion a thousand wheels of manifold
purpose. Every operation of God in
the souls of men depends absolutely
on the energy and activity of thr
-George F. Trench, B.A.
Spirit.

*

**

"They Shall Thirst No More"
"He shall not be careful in the year
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of drought, neither shall cease from
yielding fruit." (Jer. 17:8). Come
then, let us come now and ever co the
waters. The Eternal Rock is smitten.
and is fl.owing, and where? In the
desert, in the drought, to turn the
sands into the oasis, to make "the
wilderness and the solitary place glad"
now. It is written of the everlasting
Canaan that · 'they shall thirst no
more, for the Lamb shall shepherd
them, and lead them to the living
fountains of waters. '' ( Rev. 7: 17).
But it is also written of the pathway
thither, that "they shall not thirst,
for He that hath mercy on them s!1ali
lead them, even by the snrings of
water shall He guide them.·· Let us
ask Him to do it indeed. -Handley
Moule.
The Mountains of Joy
It is exceedingly beneficial to our
souls to mount above this present
evil world to something nobler and
better. The cares of this world and
the deceitfulness of riches are apt to
choke everything good within us, and
we grow fretful, desponding, perhaps
proud and carnal.
May the Spirit of God assist us to
leave the mists of fears and the fevers
of anxiety, and all the ills which
gather in this valley of earth, and to
ascend the mountains of ,mticipated
joy and blessedness. May God the
Holy Spirit cut the cords that keep
us here below, and assist us to mount.
-C. H. Spurgeon.

The Rod or the Crown-All Well.
'·He led them through the depths as
through the wilderness." ( Psa. 106:
9). Who doubtcth but God can
bring us to heaven through adversity
and suffering? When ye are come to
the other side of the water, ye shall
then be forced to say, "It God had
done otherwise with me t h.111 He hath
done, I had never come to the enjoyment of this crown of glory." It is
your part now to believe, suffer. and
hope and wait on: for I protest, that
I would not want the sweet experience
o[ the consolations of God but for
the bitterness of the ,1fllict ion. N,1y,
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whether od come to His children
with a rod or a crown, if He come
Himself with it, it is well .
Believe God's Jove and power more
than you believe your own feelings
and experiences. Your Rock is Christ,
it is not the Rock which ebbs and
flows, but your sea. -Samuel Rutherford.
FAITH POSSJBILITIES IN
HEALING
(Continued from page 5)

and especially of the unlimited mercy
of His great and tender heart. And
so, the more they tried to quiet him
the louder he shouted. He was determined to arrest the attention of the
Lord Jesus. And he succeeded. "What
wilt thou that I should do unto
thee?" "Lord, that I might receive my
sight." "Go thy way; thy faith hath
made thee whole. And immediately
he received his sight, and followed
Jesus in the way." Whose faith?
It was Bartimeas' own faith and it
was so strong and so courageous and
so persistent that it surmounted every
obstacle in its way in order to get to
Jesus.
In Luke's Gospel we have recorded
the account of the cleansing of the
ten lepers and how •·one of them when
he saw that he was healed. turned
back, and with a loud voice glorified
God, and foll down on his face at His
feet, giving Him thanks." And Jesus
said unto him, '·Arise. go thy way,
thy faith hath made thee whole." If
the one was healed as a re ult of his
own faith, we would infer that the
nine were also healed as a result of
their faith. But the action of the one
in expressing bis gratitude in testimony for the cleansing and healing
resulted in hi faith being confirmed
by a personal word from the lips of
the Son of God.
"And there sat a man at Lystra.
impotent in his feet, being a cripple
from his mother's womb, who never
had walked. Tbc same heard Paul
speak; who steadfastly beholding him,
and perceiving that he had faith to be
healed, said with a loud voice, "Stand
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upright on thr feet. ,\ncl bl leap1:d 20 . 5.t>). It would be well to reand walked." Paul. looking down member in these last days. as this
over his audience, can cell by the very eruption of demon power is spreadexpression upon this chap's face chat ing over the land, the word of the
the preaching of the Word of God is Lord as applied to Saul m 1 Chron.
producing faith in his heart. Paul 10: I 3 : · 'So Saul died for his transdecides chat he has faith sufficient! y gression which he committed against
strong to cake healing for his body . the Lord, even the word of the Lord,
And so, he stops preaching and has which he kept not, and also for aska healing service.
ing counsel of one chat had a familiar
In each and every instance that we spirit to inquire of it."
have taken under examinaton we have
found that the faith which was the
DO1 A TIONS TO BETHEL
procuring cause of bodily healing, on
HOME
the manward side, was possessed and
e1l Messinger
exercised by the person or pecrsons Anna Philipbar
standing in need of the healing benefit. Sarah Olsen
J. Earle Douglass
SPIRITISM-A SIGN OF THE George Rehder
LAST DAYS
Wm. McFarland .... .
1.00
(Continued from page 4)
A Tyther .. .. ... . ....... . .. 5.00
anti-Christ, "Even he, whose coming Stella B. Baldwin
2.00
is after the working of Satan, with all Laura White .
1.00
power and signs and lying wonders, Richard Morgan
1.00
and with all deceivableness of unright- Mrs. M. Newton
2.00
eousness." ( 2 Thess. 2: 9) . It is in- Martha Cowell
10.00
teresting to note that some present Hazel Linaweaver
1.00
day European dictators are followers Mrs. John Harlan
1.00
of the occult. Hitler is the first one Mrs. A F. Klasi
1.00
to officially recognize it by having a Harriet Knight .
1.00
"Mini ter of Occult" in his govern- Minnie B. Hill
1.00
ment. The late Evangeline Adams, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Brasack
2 00
the great astrologer, states that Musso- Mrs. J. W. Wilson: Five tons
1ini consults the astrologer . His bio- of coal
38.50
grapher writes that in his youth he Allen J. Trimm
10.00
was friendly with an old witch in
bis home town, and today talks of
... $92.65
Total
signs of the moon. omens, etc.
Alfred Wight. Treasurer
The teaching of spiritism produces November 10. I 937.
infidelity. Arthur Mercer, in "'Truth
and Error" states, "the teaching of THE NATURE AND OPERAspirits is an advance upon. and superTION OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS
edes the teaching of Christianity.
(Continued from page 10)
Christ. Himself. was nothing more organized.
either were any of the
than a medium of high order. Jesus tribes or individual composing that
Christ was not divine, He is now an great body assigned, as yet, to any
advanced pirit in the sixth sphere.·' particular station in the host of the
J. H. Findlay, a foremost spiritist, in Lord.
either was there any particuhis latest book. write "many have lar order in their march and conduct
now come to the realization of the They were all most certainly in th
fact that each must be his own av- BODY of redeemed Israel by virtu,
iour; that not the death of another of the sprinkling of the blood. They
can save him from his own misdeeds." were all identified with, and united
God's judgments will fall on any to Moses by faith and obedience ( Ex. •
one tampering with spiritism (Lev. 14: 3 I ) -as far as thl!y at that timl'
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understood faith and obedience. However, the highly organized army of
Israel had not yet come into existence.
That did not materialize until they
came to Sinai.
The Type Explained.
(Continued next month)
SPECIAL NOTICE TO
MINISTERS, SUNDAY SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDE NTS AND
OTHERS

Beautiful scripturn-Toxt
nnristmas Garns
21 in Box with Envelopes .. . $ 1.00

- otnor Yorg Pttractivo
Boligious onristmas Garns
12 in Box with Envelopes .... $0.50

And

SGiiDtllfB-TBit 1938
Calannars
Single Copy for 30c ; 4for $1 .00 ; 12
for $3.00; 25 for $5.75.
His Truth Endureth
By James C. Muir
Noted authority , writer and lecturer
on the archaeology of the Bible.
A new and unusual book which
sweeps aside the mists of unreality
with which time-distance has seemed
to enshroud the Old Testament nar ratives. Waterproof cloth binding
with attractive jacket--over 3 5 0 pages,
illustrated new maps and with official
pictures from recent archaeological expeditions. Price, $2.5 0.
The Great Tribulation
By Eminent Bible Teachers
This boolt gives a brief explanation of the
prophecies on The Gren! Tribulation as fou11d
in the Book of Revelation. Price 20c plus 3c
postaae.

Twice-Born Men
H. Pickering
True conversion records of 100
well-known men in all ranks of life,
as: Bunyan, Calvin, Finney, Gordon,
Judson, Knox, Livingstone, Moody,
Wesley, Torrey, and others. Price
50 cents plus 6 cents postage.
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Love's Overflowing

Mighty Prevailinr Praye!'

By Alice Reynolds Flower
A second printing of this booIt of cheery,
comforting poems was necessary in les1 than
three months after publication.
A tweet
spiritual touch marks these poem• and maltes
them beloved by readers. The book makes an ideal
gift. Art covers. Price 50c, Posta11e 5c.

Seta forth the deep and overwhelmin1 11eed of
the church a11d the world, and lhe necessity of
importunate prayer. Some of the chapter titles
are: The Prayer Puaion-Satanic Hindrances
to P rayer-Prayin1 is F .11tin1. Price '40c poat•
paid.

''Oil of Joy for Mourning"
8:y Alice Reynold, FloT»er
This lit1le booltlet of 15 poems will brio2
word, of comfort, cheer and bles•ing to loved
one• in time of trial or ,idness. The second
edition hu beautiful art covers. Price only 10c.
plus 3c postase,

Streams in the Desert
8:y Mrs. Cheu. E. Co1»man
One of the choicest of devotional boolts.
ing the compiler learned. to ltnow Him who
one day will wipe all tears from our eyes.
The dominant note through all the daily readtngs is comfort. It is a rare gift boolt. Art
Fabrikoid bindin~. Price $1.50, postage ISc.

100 Thrilling Tales
Edited by H. Pickering
These are the best stories which the
author has heard told or read during
an active Christian life of sixty years.
A short text or thought is attached to
each story, and an enlarged applica tion can readily be made by those
re-telling the story to suit the circumstances. Price, 50 cents, plus 6
cents for postage.

Christianity and Anti-Christianity
In Their Final Conflict
By Dr. Samuel J. Andrews
'" In this volume Dr. Andrews has
gathered up the lines of the past history of Christianity and converged
them on the future with such definite ness that the coming days are luminous with meaning and serious in their
significance. This is beyond a question a book for the hour. It should
be read now." Price, $1.25, plus 15c
postage.
CONSOLATION
By Mrs . Chas. E. Cowman
A companion volume 1to "Streams
in the Desert" .. .messages of comfort
for lone pilgrims. Born of Faith
which surmounted the great bereavement of a great soul. Rich in God's
promises of eternal life. Binds up
broken hearts. Stands like the shadow
of a great rock in the weary land of
oppressive sorrow. Arranged for daily
readings or meditations. Price, 1.50,
plus 15c postage.

The Best Bible That Can Be Made
(

HOLMAN
INDIA PAPER

Regular List
Price $11.85

EXTRA LABGE PRINT

Self-Pronouncing

Now Offered

Re!erene!e Bible
With

At$7;!t5

Concordance

Contains Authorized Version Old
and New Testaments. Complete
Column References .and Concordance; also Section of White
Linen Pai,er Leaves Suitable for
Wrltine Notes, Outlines of Sermons or Important Memos for
Ready Reference.

Paid
No. l875XCS

Durable, Flexible (Goat) Morocco Bindin2. Overlapping Covers with Indestructible Linings, carmine under
pure gold edges. Titles stamped in pure gold.

Siu 5%.

~

8 inches

~

only 1 inch in thickness.
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No strnin on the eyes.
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